Digital Workforce Engagement gives a face
to a number
For many years, managers in the mining,
manufacturing and retail sectors have
struggled to connect with their workforce
effectively. This has led to increased mistrust
and siloed communications structures; these
factors, have, in turn, resulted in reduced
productivity and significant revenue losses.
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In response to this issue, Deloitte Digital
has developed mobile-based workforce
engagement solutions. By embarking on a
bespoke workforce engagement journey
with Deloitte Digital, employers can build
robust profiles of each worker and replace
distrust, suspicion and uncertainty with
mutual empowerment, trust and knowledge.

Indifferent
employer

Employee #24828

Caring employer

Sipho Khumalo
age:24

connected

• Soccer fan
• Father of two
• Would like to travel
to the U.S. one day
• Interested in
learning about
bursaries
• Aspires to manage
a mine
• Loves his company
and is curious about
how it works

• Cares for workers
• Makes being away
from family easier
• Enables success
• Ensures employees
are informed
• Cares for
individuals’ careers
• Responds to
suggestions and
feedback

Workforce engagement platform

Benefits & features

Deloitte Digital offers workforce engagement
solutions for any device - from apps and mobi-sites
for smartphone users to USSD communication for
workers with feature phones. These familiar platforms
enable adoption, usage and engagement by all
categories of workers.
Regardless of platform, Deloitte Digital partners with
clients to deliver targeted, relevant content to the
workforce and create feedback channels for workers
to communicate with their employers. As a result,
Deloitte Digital’s workforce engagement solutions
enable employers to learn who their workers are,
what they are concerned about and what they want
and need. The psychographic data and real-time
insights provided can inform corporate
decision-making; at the same time, content
provided to the workforce empowers them to be
better informed about their job, company and
community.
The following are resources and content currently
provided via USSD, with more robust options available
for smartphone platforms:

• Safety alerts
• Incident reporting
• Competitions
• Surveys
• Health and HR resources
• Delivery of shopping vouchers and airtime
• Lifestyle content (e.g. sport and music)
• Hotlines

Find out more.
Delivery of rewards
via mobile vouchers to
encouragee meaningful
ongoing engagement

Deliver key corporate
messaging to all workforce
segments

More trusting and
informed workforce
improves staff loyalty,
reduces unrest and
pilferage, retains talent
and improves productivity

Operational
efficiency is
improved as
a result of
employees having
a voice that is
heard, considered
and responded to

Any platform. Any time. Anywhere.

Digital Workforce
Engagement
The new currency in
today’s economy

Call us to get
going – fast
Engage and
empower your
workforce today.

Accurate real-time insights
to mitigate business risks

Cost-effective direct
communications in
a language of your
preference

Follow us:
@DeloitteDIGI_SA

Messaging tailored to
deliver value according to
workforce designation

Use surveys to
gather insights
into workers’
concerns and
preferences
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